The distribution of MN, in particular the limiting distribution of a suitably normalized form of MN, has been studied by Erdös and Kac [l] 1 and by the author [2] in the special case when the X's are independently distributed with identical distributions.
In this note we shall be concerned with the distribution of MN when the X's are independent but not necessarily identically distributed. In particular, the mean and variance of Xi may be any functions of i.
In §2 lower and upper limits for MN are obtained which yield particularly simple limits for the distribution of MN when the X's are symmetrically distributed around zero.
In §3 the special case is considered when Xi can take only the values 1 and -1 but the probability pi that Xi = 1 may be any function of i. The exact probability distribution of MN for this case is derived and expressed as the first row of a product of N matrices.
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The following corollary is a simple consequence of Theorem 1. 
converges to a limit f unction P(c) at all continuity points c of P(c) as N-*<*>. Then also
at all continuity points c of P{c).
The validity of Corollary 1.1 can be derived from that of Theorem 1.1 as follows: Let c = Cobea continuity point of P(c) and substitute N' for N in (l.S) and (1.6). For any positive p all limit points of prob {'M N '<{c^e)N n^\ and prob {Jiï N .<(co+e)N n '*) will liein the interval [P(c 0 ) -p, P(CQ) +p] for sufficiently small e. Hence, equations (1.5) and (1.6) imply that 112 . It can easily be verified that the conditions (e) and (f) can always be satisfied for chance variables X Ni which take only the values 1 and -1 with properly chosen probabilities. Thus, the results of §3 may be used to compute
2. Derivation of upper and lower bounds for MN. Let X u • • -, XN be a set of N variables and let
Let, furthermore,
If We shall now prove the following theorem : PROOF. Clearly, (2.6) holds for *»1. We shall prove (2.6) for i+l assuming that it holds for i. For this purpose it is sufficient to show, because of (2.4) and (2.5), that PROOF. Theorem 2.2 is obviously true for * = 1. We shall assume that it is valid for i and we shall prove it for *+l. It follows from (2.4) and (2.5) that Gi+i.o -q%+ido + qi+idi,
Since SN -MN, we have 
